
Business Coordination Board 

Date 

28th February 2019 

Time 

14:00 

Venue 

HQ, Conference Room 3 

AGENDA 

1. Welcome and apologies 
Nick Dean and Alan Baldwin 

2. Declarations of interest 

3. To approve minutes of the Business Coordination Board meeting held on the 
24th January 2019 

4. Matters arising from previous two meetings (Verbal update) 
 8th January 2019 and 24th January 2019

5. Performance report ending December 2018 

Report from Chief Constable 

6. Revenue and Capital Monitoring December 2018 

Report from (OPCC) Chief Finance Officer 

7. Police and Crime Plan Variations – Forewords and Medium Term Financial 
Planning Appendix 

Report from Chief Executive 

8. Police and Crime Plan - Transformation 

Report from Chief Executive 

9. Approach to Crime and Disorder Reduction Grants 



Report from Chief Executive 

10. Supporting victims of crime in Cambridgeshire 

Report from Chief Executive 

11. Southern Policing Station 

Report from Chief Executive 

AOB 

Decision made on the disposal of land at Enterprise Way , Bretton 
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To: Business Coordination Board 

From: Chief Constable 

Date: 28th February 2019 

PERFORMANCE UPDATE – 12 months to December 2018 

1.0 Purpose 

1.1 The purpose of this paper is to provide an update to the Business Coordination Board 
(“the Board”) on the Constabulary’s performance against strategic themes identified 
in the Commissioner’s Police and Crime Plan 

2.0 Recommendation 

2.1 The Board is invited to note the contents of this report. 

3.0 Background 

3.1 The most recent Force Performance Meeting was held on 23rd January 2019 and 
reviewed performance up to the end of December 2018. This report reflects the 
updates provided to that meeting. 

3.2 The two Chief Superintendents will continue to lead on the management of tactical 
performance through these monthly meetings until such time as a new structure has 
been established through the Strategic Performance Meeting in April. 

4.0 National Context 

4.1 Latest data released by the ONS1 for the 12 months ending September 2018 
reported a 7.0% year on year increase in police recorded crime in England and 

1 ONS Statistical Bulletin, ‘Crime in England and Wales: year ending September 2018’, released on 24 th January 

2019 
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Wales. This is smaller than the annual increase reported in the same period last year 
(14%) and in the 12 months ending June 2018 (9%). 

4.2 Recent years have seen an increase in theft related offences. Latest data shows a 
more mixed picture, with increases in vehicle crime (3%), robbery (17%) and some 
lower volume but higher harm types of violent crime. This includes offences 
involving a knife/sharp instrument (8%), with latest NHS data2 showing a 15% 
increase in hospital admissions in England for assaults involving a sharp instrument. 
These are thought to be genuine increases. In contrast, burglary fell by 1% year on 
year, as did shoplifting. 

4.3 For some crime types, including violence without injury (19%), sexual offences (14%), 
stalking and harassment (41%) and public order offences (24%), the increase in 
police recorded offences is more likely to reflect changes in reporting and recording 
practices, rather than indicating a real rise. It is likely that increases linked to ongoing 
improvements in crime data integrity could continue for some time, and contribute 
to further variation between forces, particularly when comparing percentage 
changes (in part brought about by the timing of Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of 
Constabulary Fire and Rescue Services (HMICFRS) – Crime Data Integrity Inspections 
(CDI)). 

4.4 In comparison, Cambridgeshire saw a 0.3% annual increase in total recorded crime 
over the reporting period. However, it is acknowledged that the decline in the crime 
recording compliance rate over recent months is likely to have been influential. The 
number of crimes per 1,000 population3 remained above both the MSG and regional 
averages, but below the national average. All Theft Offences and Theft of Pedal Cycle 
were the only crime types where Cambridgeshire was higher than the national 
average. 

5.0 Performance Headlines 

5.1 The downward trend in the long term indicator for recorded crime has continued, 
with Cambridgeshire now reporting declining crime levels; this is true for both North 
and South Areas. The discrete month rate for December was lower than the same 
month in each of the last two years, and significantly lower than the 12 month 
average for the first time this financial year. 

5.2 The number of dwelling burglaries had been on a downward trajectory since March 
2018, with fewer offences recorded each month than in the same period last year. 
However, December saw the highest number of offences recorded in any discrete 
month for over three years. The increase was most marked in South, with a number 
of identified series. This was responded to through weekly tactical meetings, with 
specific patrol plans and other tactical activity undertaken.  

5.3 Stalking and harassment offences were up 20.3% year on year. This is largely driven 
by recording improvements, particularly in relation to Malicious Communications, 

https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/crimeandjustice/bulletins/crimeinenglandandwales/yea

rendingseptember2018 
2 ibid, latest NHS data is for the 12 months ending March 2018 
3 Cambridgeshire = 76.7 crimes per 1,000 population. England & Wales = 86.4 crimes per 1,000 population 
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and a change to the Home Office Counting Rules (HOCR) in April 2018. While the 
latter is likely to lead to further increases until the rule changes have bedded in, it 
skews the longer term trend and means that data is not directly comparable. 

5.4 The long term indicator for Serious Sexual Offences has been on an upward trend 
since June 2018, driven by higher numbers of offences in the period July to October. 
While offence levels have fallen in the last two months, Serious Sexual Offences has 
been adopted as a control strategy priority for 2019-20. 

5.5 The downward trend in the rolling 12 month all crime prosecution possible outcome 
rate was halted in December, but at 13.0% remains significantly lower than the year 
end position. Improvements in the discrete month rate in November and December 
have been influential. 

6 Key Messages 

6.3 Transformation 

6.3.1 Crime data integrity shows little improvement, with the headline compliance rate 
below 78% in each of the last two months. Training has already been delivered to the 
Information Management Unit (IMU), and will now be rolled out to the rest of the 
Demand Hub and then to the wider organisation. In the meantime, Area leads have 
been asked to ensure that a briefing is disseminated to all officers and staff to 
improve understanding and help address this decline. 

6.3.2 From 1st February, all feedback will be collated and centrally maintained on one 
spreadsheet, which will be accessible to Crime managers, the Demand Hub and the 
Audit team. This will assist with the identification of underlying trends and recurring 
themes, close the feedback loop and help drive forward sustainable improvements. 

6.3.3 Athena downtime in recent weeks has caused significant disruption across the 
organisation, particularly in the IMU, where the number of crimes awaiting quality 
assurance and linking, exceeded 1,200 at its peak. The backlog was reduced by using 
all available resources in the Demand Hub and through overtime.  

6.3.4 Key performance indicators, including live investigative workload, average length of 
investigation, inactivity and Victim Care Contract compliance, combine to evidence 
ongoing challenges around throughput. The strategic response continues to be 
through effective supervision, better ongoing management of decisions and a 
stronger approach to individual performance management through feedback. Work 
is currently underway to improve the organisation’s understanding of Athena 
processes and functionality in order to help supervisors better manage queues and 
prioritise workload. This also includes reviewing the current categorisation of 
outstanding suspects to facilitate more efficient management of risk. 
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6.4 Victims 

6.4.1 December saw an improvement in prompt grade response performance, with 
several incident types4 seeing the fastest median response times of the last six 
months. However, while there have been improvements there remains some 
reticence on the part of both police officers and dispatchers to deploy across district 
boundaries. This will be subject to further discussion at February’s performance 
meeting. 

6.4.2 A review of 72 hours of domestic abuse incidents was carried out last month. This 
concluded that the prompt grading was far too wide a definition to allow for 
meaningful prioritisation and ongoing assessment of risk. Questions were also raised 
around whether the Inspectors in charge of the Force Control Room could add 
greater value by proactively intervening in the resourcing of outstanding incidents 
rather than carrying out a largely administrative quality assurance process at the 
back end. The wider findings from this review will be discussed at the next Domestic 
Abuse Delivery Group and decisions fed back to March’s performance meeting. 

6.5 Offenders 

6.5.1 Use of bail has fallen nationally since changes to bail legislation were introduced in 
April 2017. However, concerns have been raised around excessive use of the 
provision for detainees to be “Released Under Investigation”, particularly in 
circumstances where conditional bail would have been more appropriate to protect 
the victim or a third party from harm or further risk. Two proposals have been 
tabled. The first would see a presumption of conditional bail on release for specific 
offence types where we would expect to see higher levels of vulnerability. The 
second would require custody officers to play an active part in setting timescales on 
Investigation Action Plans in order to mitigate against service drift where a suspect is 
released under investigation. Implementation of these two measures would help 
redress the balance, and result in both an increase in the use of conditional bail and 
a reduction in investigation timescales. 

6.6 Communities and Other Matters 

6.6.1 Crimefile and NSPIS crime and custody recording systems will be turned off on 31st 
March 2019, at which point any live investigations will be migrated across to Athena. 
While work is in hand to finalise as many of those investigations as possible, it is 
estimated that around 500 crimes will still need migrating. Crime Managers are being 
asked to plan ahead and spread the workload in order to minimise the impact this 
will have on the IMU. Progress will be reported back to February’s meeting, with the 
Data Integrity Working Group providing an additional level of oversight. 

6.6.2 The decision, taken two years ago, not to record incident logs for non-police matters 
has now been partially reversed. While the original decision was taken with a view to 
better managing demand, it effectively removed the audit trail for complaints, and 

4 ASB, Dwelling Burglary, Concern/Welfare, Criminal Damage, Domestic Incidents, Road Related, Suspicious 

Circumstances and Violence. 
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impacted on our wider understanding of non-police demand. Going forward, we 
expect to see a gradual increase in the number of incidents graded ‘No Response’; 
but this should have no impact on front line officers. It is envisaged that the impact 
on the Grade of Service for call handling will be minimal. 

6.6.3 Changes to the Home Office Counting Rules for Modern Slavery and rape offences 
are due in April 2019. Once final guidance has been received from the Home Office, 
this will be disseminated to the wider organisation. 

7 Recommendation 

7.1 The Board is invited to note the contents of this report.

Bibliography 

Contact Officers Neil Stacey, Head of Performance and Head of Profession for Analysis, 
Cambridgeshire Constabulary 

Source: https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/crimeandjusti
ce/bulletins/crimeinenglandandwales/yearendingseptember2018 

https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/crimeandjustice/bulletins/crimeinenglandandwales/yearendingseptember2018
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/crimeandjustice/bulletins/crimeinenglandandwales/yearendingseptember2018
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To: Business Co-Ordination Board 

From: Chief Finance Officer, OPCC and Chief Finance Officer, Constabulary 

Date: 28 February 2019 

REVENUE AND CAPITAL BUDGET MONITORING OUTTURN MONTH 9 2018/19 

1. Purpose

1.1 This report provides the Business Co-ordination Board (“the Board”) with the
Constabulary’s and the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner’s (“OPCC”)
revenue and capital outturn at month 9 of 2018/19 and the projected full-year
2018/19 forecast outturn.

2. Recommendation

2.1 It is recommended that the Board:

 Note the month 9 revenue outturn and the projected full-year 2018/19
forecast outturn.

 Note the month 9 capital position and approve the changes in the funding from
reserves.

3. Month 9 and 2018/19 Forecast - Summary

3.1 The month 9 outturn and projection to year-end for 2018/19 for the Constabulary and
the OPCC is summarised in Table 1 below.
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Table 1 

Revenue 2018/19 Month 9 Year to Date 
(£’000) 

Year-End Forecast 
(£’000) 

Constabulary 68 underspend 52 overspend 

OPCC 155 underspend 150 underspend 

Use of Reserves N/A 1,801 

3.2 Further detail on the Constabulary and OPCC revenue outturn and the capital outturn 
is presented in sections 4, 5 and 6 below. 

4. Month 9 Outturn and 2018/19 Forecast – Constabulary

4.1 Month 9 projections are informed by forecasts provided to Finance by budget holders
and up to date officer/staff pay analysis.  Underspend areas of the budget are
predominantly: PCSO’s £1,196k– no recruitment planned for 2018/19 and leavers
mean we currently have 83fte against a budget establishment of 126.

4.2 Police staff pay & overtime £421k under – this was mainly as a result of staff being
27fte under strength on LP, and

4.3 Overspend areas of the budget are: -

Police officer overtime £347k forecast overspend mainly as a result of the new Local
Policing structure becoming business as usual, and Athena. Bank holidays spend is
expected to be in line with budget (£450k)

Police Pay & Allowances £129k, this fluctuates as a result of moves within
collaboration and recruitment, and

Supplies and Services, Transport and Premises are forecast £203k overspent.

Collaboration, see Appendix 3 below, shows an overspend forecast of £617k.
Collaboration Tri-Force forecast over spend includes £494k overspend on HR/L&D.

Collaboration other forecast overspend includes £190k on Air support and £110k on
ERP

4.4 A breakdown of this position is shown at Appendix 1.

5. Month 9 Outturn and 2018/19 Forecast – OPCC

5.1 The 2018/19 budget for the OPCC was set at £1,273k which was approved by the Police
and Crime Commissioner (the “Commissioner”) prior to the commencement of the
financial year.

5.2 The forecast year-end position is a £150k underspend. The main reason for the
variances are:

• Staffing - £90k underspend, due to staffing structure changes and vacancies
through the year.

• Consultant fees - £89k underspend due to delays in Complaints Reform and
Fire Governance implementation.
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5.3 There have been areas of overspend in other budget lines such as advertising for staff, 
external training courses, rail travel, legal costs, subscriptions and internal audit, which 
accounts for the overall forecast underspend. 

6. Month 9 Outturn and 2018/19 Forecast – Capital

6.1 Budgeted capital payments for 2018/19 comprise the original Capital Programme 
approved by the Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) on 1st March 2018, with 
amendments for schemes brought forward from 2017/18 as approved by the Chief 
Finance Officer for the PCC on 31st May 2018, and other changes subsequently 
approved by the Force Executive Board and/or the PCC. 

6.2 A summary of spend against the 2018/19 Capital Programme for the nine months 
ending 31st December 2018, and the financing of this, is shown at Appendix 2.  

6.3 The capital programme shown in appendix 2 incorporates the following matters to 
note: 

The BCH ERP project shows an overspend this year of £461k which is our 31.35% share 
of the full costs (actual spend and commitments to end of December is £555k). The 
complete forecast has increased to include an extra £300k of Capital costs (split across 
the 3 forces) following settlement with Able on an agreed plan of work required to 
complete the build of the system to enable implementation. In addition, we also 
forecast to spend £95k in 19/20. 

The full year forecast for the Athena project is £311k against a carry forward unapplied 
grant of £155k which is showing a projected overspend of £156k. These costs are as a 
result of additional project costs including £164k under the main Northgate contract 
to provide Technical Data refresh and implementation support.  

An addition of £28k is proposed to the Capital Programme to cover an exercise yard 
at Thorpe Wood for custody, which is required as part of the HMIC/P inspection. This 
is to be funded by RCCO within the Chief Constable’s Delegation. 

To cover Cambridgeshire’s share (£73k) of the provision of ICT Storage and 
Administration Advanced Management Training across BCH, an addition to the 
Systems Infrastructure project of £34k is proposed, to be funded by a matching 
reduction in the ICT Consolidated Workstreams allocation. 

An addition to the 2018/19 Capital Programme of £6k is proposed to cover road 
permits from the local councils in order to allow completion of the strategic road 
installations, which will be funded within the Chief Constable’s Delegated Budget. 

6.4  Capital resources received to date include grants from Central Government (£380k), a 
contribution from Peterborough City Council (£415k) towards an expansion of Thorpe 
Wood Police Station and a capital receipts of £2,380k, being the sale of Werrington 
and Bridge Street properties. 
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7. Recommendation

7.1 It is recommended that BCB:

 Note the month 9 revenue outturn and the projected full-year 2018/19
forecast outturn.

 Note the month 9 capital position and approve the changes in the funding from
reserves.
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Appendix 1 

M8 Full Year YTD YTD M9 M9

Variance budget budget Actual Variance Projection Proj var

£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Force in-house Expenditure

-35 Pol ice Officer Pay & Al lowances 46,480 34,824 34,863 40 46,609 129

294 Pol ice Officer Overtime 1,864 1,317 1,620 303 2,211 347

-703 PCSO Pay & Overtime 4,467 3,313 2,507 -807 3,271 -1,196

-389 Pol ice Staff Pay & Overtime 19,411 14,439 13,970 -469 18,990 -421

32 Premises  Costs 4,175 3,144 3,158 14 4,190 14

83 Transport 2,103 1,995 2,175 180 2,327 223

32 Suppl ies  & Services 6,207 3,835 3,742 -93 6,174 -34

-687 Total In-house Expenditure 84,708 62,867 62,036 -831 83,770 -937

-28 Net Cost of Pol ice Pens ions 11,470 8,701 8,684 -17 11,871 401

-715 Gross Revenue Expenditure 96,178 71,568 70,720 -848 95,642 -536

126 Income -1,241 -1,254 -1,136 117 -1,046 195

551 BCH Col laboration 34,047 28,312 28,771 460 34,418 371

177 Other Col laborations  and Partnerships 4,362 2,579 2,782 203 4,608 246

0 Capita l  Accounting & Reserve moves -908 245 245 0 -1,132 -224

139 Policing Budget Delegated to Chief Constable 132,437 101,449 101,381 -68 132,489 52

Note:Figures may not cast due to rounding

Chief Constable's Revenue Budget December 2018/19
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Summary of Capital Expenditure and Financing at 31st December 2018 

Appendix 2 

All figures £'000

B/Fwd from

previous 

years

Original 

2018/19 

Capital 

Programme

Previously 

Authorised 

Programme 

Amendments

Proposed 

Programme 

Amendments

Revised 

2018/19 

Capital 

Budget

Actual & 

Committed 

YTD %

Expected 

Outturn 

2018/19

Expected 

Outturn 

% of 

Revised 

Capital 

Budget

Predicted 

C/Fwd 

2018/19

Estimated 

Year End 

Position

Capital Payments:-

Land & Buildings 796 4,000 -2,992 28 1,832 688 38% 1,384 76% 448 -0

IT & Communications 873 1,215 188  - 2,276 2,531 111% 2,863 126% 29 -616

Fleet 413 1,700  -  - 2,113 997 47% 2,113 100%  -  -

Other Collaboration 91 140 155 6 392 253 65% 392 100%  -  -

Schemes approved subject to further business case  - 394 -240 -34 120  - 0%  - 0%  -  -

TOTAL 2,173 7,449 -2,889  - 6,733 4,470 66% 6,752 100% 477 -616

All figures £'000

B/Fwd from

previous 

years

Original 

2018/19 

Capital 

Programme

Previously 

Authorised 

Programme 

Amendments

Proposed 

Programme 

Amendments

Revised 

2018/19 

Capital 

Budget

Capital Financing:-

Capital Grants 166 506 177  - 849

ESMCP Grant (RCCO)  - 214 33  - 247

Carry Forward Reserve 2,007  - -22  - 1,985

ICT  - 161  -  - 161

Capital Reserves  - 1,030 100  - 1,130

Capital Receipts  - 1,888 416  - 2,304

Vehicle Receipts (RCCO)  - 150 -150  -  -

Borrowing  - 3,500 -3,443  - 57

TOTAL 2,173 7,449 -2,889  - 6,733

Note: figures may not cast due to roundings
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Appendix 3 
Collaboration 

Full Year M9 M9

Variance Budget YTDB Actual Variance Projection Proj var

£'000 Note £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Collaboration and Partnerships

103 Collaboration Set up costs 1 0 0 103 103 103 103

72 ERP set up costs 1 0 0 110 110 110 110

50 PTF Funding 2 0 0 55 55 55 55

190 Collaboration - Athena 1 184 288 456 169 400 216

6 Collaboration - Athena AMO 2 150 143 156 14 168 18

-48 Change team 1 289 236 153 -84 192 -97

-96 Collaboration - General 1 423 143 0 -143 221 -201

Joint Protective Services

-38 Collaboration - Armed Policing Unit 1 2,492 1,990 1,930 -60 2,396 -95

0 Collaboration - CTP 1 685 621 622 0 685 0

-93 Collaboration - CTC 1 0 -3 -69 -66 -157 -157

14 Collaboration - Dogs 1 819 644 659 15 840 21

-69 Collaboration - Major Crime Unit 1 3,022 2,098 2,019 -79 2,911 -111

6 Collaboration - Operational Planning 1 347 369 381 12 352 5

-59 Collaboration - RPU 1 4,090 3,216 3,153 -63 3,956 -134

0 Collaboration - Scientific Services Unit/Visual Evidence 1 2,547 1,663 1,659 -4 2,538 -9

28 Collaboration - Protective Services Command 1 212 379 410 32 265 52

4 Collaboration - Force Resilience 1 118 109 113 4 121 4

Organisational Support

418 Collaboration - HR and L&D 1 4,644 4,045 4,462 417 5,138 494

8 Collaboration - IMD 1 830 889 895 6 835 5

-10 Collaboration - ICT 1 6,661 7,009 6,950 -59 6,601 -60

0 Collaboration - Procurement 1 300 338 336 -2 296 -3

-8 Collaboration - Professional Standards Unit 1 1,121 642 640 -2 1,118 -3

Operational Support

3 Collaboration - Firearms Licensing 1 204 205 208 3 198 -6

45 Collaboration - CJ phase 1&2 1 692 357 398 41 757 65

31 Collaboration - CJ/Custody SMT 1 240 124 181 56 329 89

54 Collaboration - Custody local 1 3,803 2,851 2,915 64 3,887 84

0 Collaboration - Public Contact 1 290 98 92 -7 274 -16

-4 Collaboration - LCJB 1 35 0 -4 -4 49 14

Other Collaboration & Partnerships

145 Collaboration - Air Support 2 504 198 347 149 693 190

0 Collaboration - ERSOU 2 2,437 1,459 1,459 0 2,437 0

-16 Collaboration - Kings Lynn PIC 2 783 376 376 0 783 0

0 Collaboration - Regional Collaboration 2 145 93 93 0 145 0

-9 SARC 2 342 310 296 -14 326 -16

Total BCH Collaboration 1 34,047 28,312 28,771 460 34,418 371

Total Other Collaboration & Partnerships 2 4,362 2,579 2,782 203 4,608 246

728 Total Collaborated and Partnerships 38,408 30,890 31,553 663 39,025 617

Reserve Adjusted

Surplus generated by CTC - to reserves 157 157

Chief Constable's Revenue Budget to the end of December 2018/19 FORECAST
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To: Business Coordination Board 

From: Chief Executive 

Date: 28 February 2019 

POLICE AND CRIME PLAN DRAFT VARIATIONS – FOREWORDS AND MEDIUM TERM 
FINANCIAL PLANNING APPENDIX 

1. Purpose

1.1 The purpose of this report is to share with the Business Coordination Board (“the
Board”) the draft variations to the Police and Crime Commissioner’s (the
“Commissioner”) Police and Crime Plan (the “Plan”).

1.2 The draft variations includes updates to the Commissioner’s and Chief Constable’s
Forewords and ‘Appendix – Medium Term Financial Plan’.

2. Recommendation

2.1 The Board is recommended to approve the draft variations to the Plan as set out at
Appendices 1 to 3.

3. Background

3.1 The Commissioner has a statutory responsibility to produce a Plan and to keep it under
review.  The Commissioner’s Plan was first published in February 2017.  Subsequent
variations have been made on an annual basis to the ‘Appendix – Medium Term
Financial Plan’ as a consequence of the Commissioner setting the annual policing
budget for Cambridgeshire.

3.2 In accordance with the Act, the Commissioner has consulted with the Chief Constable
in preparing the draft variations.

4. Draft variations to the Plan

4.1 The sections being varied include:

 Foreword from Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Commissioner – this variation
allows the Commissioner to both welcome the new Chief Constable, who is
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responsible for the operational delivery of the Plan, and to reflect on progress 
on the delivery of the Plan since it was first published – as given at Appendix 1.  

 Foreword from Chief Constable – this variation enables the new Chief Constable
Nick Dean to respond to his appointment and share his vision for the future of
Cambridgeshire Constabulary – as given at Appendix 2.

 ‘Appendix – Medium Term Financial Plan as at 31st January 2019’ – varied to
reflect the 2019/20 budget setting and forecasts for future years – as given at
Appendix 3.

5. Next Steps

5.1 As required under the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 (the “Act”), the 
draft variations will then be submitted to the Police and Crime Panel (the “Panel”) for 
it to review at their meeting on the 20th March 2019.  

5.2 The Panel must then make a report or recommendations on the draft variations to the 
Commissioner. The Commissioner must have regard to any report or 
recommendations made by the Panel, then give the Panel a response to any such 
report or recommendations, and publish any such response.  The Commissioner must 
then publish a copy of the Plan.   

6. Recommendation

6.1 The Board is recommended to approve the draft variations to the Plan as set out at 
Appendices 1 to 3.   
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Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 
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Contact 
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Dorothy Gregson, Chief Executive and Monitoring Officer, Office of the Police 
and Crime Commissioner  
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http://www.cambridgeshire-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/18-03-01-Police-and-Crime-Plan-FINAL.pdf


Appendix 2 

Police and Crime Plan Draft Variation 

Foreword from Chief Constable Nick Dean 

On joining Cambridgeshire Constabulary as Chief Constable in September 2018, I have been impressed 
by the dedicated, diligent and professional officers, staff and volunteers who work hard every day to 
keep the people of the county safe.   

On coming into the role, I spent a significant amount of my time listening to people - staff within the 
organisation, colleagues in partner agencies and members of the public - the people we serve - to 
really understand what they want from their police service and how we can work with them to 
continue to build trust and confidence in the community. 

Being visible in our communities means different things to different people.  To some it's being out on 
the streets patrolling their neighbourhood, but to others it's reading about successful prosecutions in 
the local media, or following our day to day policing activity on social media.   

Overwhelmingly though, what true visibility means is not only to be able to react and deal with 
problems when they happen, but to work with our partners and community to prevent crime in the 
first place. 

We need to effectively and efficiently deal with all kinds of demand in a timely and dutiful manner, 
from supporting victims or people who require our help, in particular the most vulnerable in society, 
to ensuring we tackle criminality to bring offenders to justice.  The changing nature of crime and 
demand means we have to prioritise how we deal with all incidents, focusing on the highest harm and 
the greatest threat yet at the same time balancing the need to be able to respond to such incidents 
which we know have a real impact on people’s quality of life.  

While we know budgets continue to be a challenge - both for policing and our other public sector 
partners - I see this as a great opportunity.  From regularly reviewing our resources to make sure we 
are using them in the best way we can, to working in collaboration with other police forces, partner 
organisations and communities bringing together what we have to be more effective for the public 
we serve. We will continue to make sure we spend every penny as effectively we can to help us deliver 
the highest quality of service. 

Our public confidence levels are good, but we are not complacent.  We can't solve all problems on our 
own and we will always need the public's help to fight crime and tackle issues in the community, so 
we are working hard to build relationships and partnerships on all levels. 

While I don't believe the journey we will go on will be easy, I am confident that by working together 
we can continue to keep Cambridgeshire one of the safest counties to live, work and visit.  

February 2019 



Appendix 1 

Police and Crime Plan Draft Variation 

Foreword from Police and Crime Commissioner Jason Ablewhite 

Since being elected Police and Crime Commissioner for Cambridgeshire and Peterborough in May 
2016, I have been, and continue to be, proud to represent the people of Cambridgeshire and 
Peterborough.  Equally I am proud of Cambridgeshire Constabulary.  Through spending time out on 
the frontline, I have witnessed first-hand the hard work and dedication of the Constabulary’s officers 
and staff to provide a public service that keeps the county safe.  I am particularly pleased that in 2018 
I was able to appoint Nick Dean as Chief Constable for Cambridgeshire Constabulary.  Nick brings with 
him a wealth of policing experience, with a clear and strong focus on having an effective 
neighbourhood policing presence in Cambridgeshire.   

Over the past two years, I have worked hard to progress the four strategic themes of my Police and 
Crime Plan, published in March 2017: victims, offenders, communities, and transformation. My Plan 
was not developed in isolation and continues to reflect policing priorities and significant partnership 
work.  

Modern policing has changed and will inevitably continue to change and bring with it different and 
complex challenges.  Demand on policing continues to grow.  Our police officers now have to spend 
more time tackling ‘hidden crimes’ such as domestic abuse, child sexual exploitation and modern day 
slavery. They also spend time helping those in mental health crisis, all of which means resources can 
be stretched. Added to that, our county’s population is set to rise by 20% by 2031, therefore it is vital 
we have enough resources in place to police our county. 

The Constabulary cannot tackle these challenges alone.  Since my Police and Crime Plan was first 
launched in 2017, I have had the opportunity to work with partners to seize opportunities and find 
solutions to meet the needs of our many and diverse communities. The work I do  with partner 
organisations locally, regionally and nationally, enables me to be able to influence the way public 
organisations work together, ensuring work is joined up and considers the “big picture” rather than 
just the work of individual organisations.  

When I became Police and Crime Commissioner, I said that we needed to think and act differently 
about the way we work through collaboration and new technology. The police never work in isolation. 
We need to continue to think innovatively about how we work with others to provide the public with 
effective, joined up services and move away from crisis management to prevention and support, 
particularly in the area of supporting people not to re-offend.  

I spend time regularly out and about meeting members of the public where they live and work and 
understand that what people want to see is increased visibility. With public support over the last two 
years, I am pleased that we have been able to increase Police Officer numbers, with 1,496 police 
officers being budgeted for 2019/20.   

Although in the face of increasingly complex economic and social pressures, it is important that we 
are not complacent. With such a professional and committed number of officers and staff within the 
Constabulary, I am proud to say I feel we are ready to meet future challenges.  

February 2019 
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To: Business Coordination Board 

From: Chief Executive 

Date: 28 February 2019 

POLICE AND CRIME PLAN - TRANSFORMATION 

1. Purpose

1.1 The purpose of this report is to update the Business Coordination Board (the “Board”)
on the Commissioner’s (“the Commissioner”) Police and Crime Plan (the Plan)
Transformation theme deep dive.

2. Recommendation

2.1 For the Board to note the contents of the Transformation update draft at Appendix 1.

3. Background

3.1 The Transformation element of the Plan seeks to ensure value for money for taxpayers
now and in the future.

3.2 The shared outcome is that we deliver improved outcomes and savings through
innovation and collaboration. This is a hugely important theme given the financial
climate together with the pace of technological change.  The Plan sets out four high
level objectives:

 Drive efficiency and effectiveness in policing through local, regional and national
collaboration;

 Work with partners to realise the benefits for community safety which can be
derived from improved governance and integrated delivery

 Continue to drive transformation within Cambridgeshire Constabulary

 Identify the best way for fire and policing to work together in the future
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 4.  Delivery 

4.1 The Commissioner’s Medium Term Financial Strategy 2019/20 to 2022/23 (MTFS) is 
the principal strategy through which the Plan is being delivered (see agenda item 7.0). 
The new Business Co-ordination Board (BCB) arrangements will strengthen the 
alignment of the Police and Crime Plan, the MTFS and the Force Management 
Statement (FMS) (A FMS is a self-assessment that the Chief Constable prepares and 
gives to Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire & Rescue Services each 
year on their police force’s future demand, how this is matched to resources, efficiency 
and viability.) The revised MTFS will enable: 

 Closer linking of the MTFS and FMS increasing the ability of the Commissioner and 

Chief Constable to base resourcing decisions on an understanding of demand. 

 Ongoing review of the benefits delivered to Cambridgeshire of existing and future 

collaboration. 

 Ensuring emerging risks associated with changes in partners’ financial planning are 

better understood, mitigated and appropriately linked to the Commissioner’s Grant 

Strategy. 

 Creation of a productivity strategy which considers workforce, digitalisation and 

fixed assets. 

 Monitoring of the Constabulary’s saving plan covering local policing, estates and 

collaboration.  

4.2 The new BCB arrangements will mean that progress in delivering the Transformation 
objectives in the Police and Crime Plan will be subject to a deep dive report to BCB 
every four months throughout the year.  

4.3  Another fundamental approach to delivering the Plan, in particular the Transformation 
theme, is strong partnership governance.  Neither the Commissioner nor the 
Constabulary can deliver the Plan in isolation.  In line with the Plan, the Commissioner 
is also working with partners to address issues which have a direct impact on the 
demands on policing, turning opportunities into actions, and driving through 
efficiencies and effectiveness, all of which are key to delivering objectives within the 
Transformation theme. 

5. Recommendation 

5.1 For the Board to note the contents of the Transformation update draft at Appendix 1    
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CAMBRIDGESHIRE POLICE AND CRIME PANEL Agenda Item No. 

March 2019 Public Report 

Report of Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Commissioner 

Contact Officer – Dorothy Gregson 
Contact Details – cambs-pcc@cambs.pnn.police.uk 0300 333 3456 

MONITORING THE DELIVERY OF THE POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER’S 
POLICE AND CRIME PLAN – TRANSFORMATION THEME 

1. PURPOSE

1.1 The purpose of this report is to update the Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Panel (the “Panel”) 
on the delivery of the Transformation theme within the Police and Crime Commissioner’s (the 
“Commissioner”) Police and Crime Plan (the “Plan”).  

2. RECOMMENDATION

2.1 The Panel is recommended to note the report. 

3. TERMS OF REFERENCE

3.1 Item 6 – to review or scrutinise decisions made, or other action taken, by the Police and Crime 
Commissioner in connection with the discharge of the Commissioner’s functions.  

Item 8 - To support the effective exercise of the functions of the Police and Crime Commissioner. 

4. BACKGROUND

4.1 Under the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011, the Commissioner is required to
produce a Plan.  The Commissioner’s Plan became effective from the 1st April 2017 and is
structured around four key strategic themes: Victims, Offenders, Communities, and
Transformation. Each theme has its own aim and has a framework through a series of shared
outcomes to enable all agencies with a part to play in community safety and criminal justice, to
strategically direct the future delivery of services through these common goals. Each theme is
supported by key objectives and priorities for action.

4.2 There are strong mechanisms in place to scrutinise the overall performance of Cambridgeshire
Constabulary (the “Constabulary”), including the priorities and outcomes set out in the Plan. The
Commissioner and Chief Constable have revised these arrangements as detailed below.

5. TRANSFORMATION CONTEXT

5.1 Transformation of public services in the county, regionally and nationally is key to delivering 
improved outcomes and ensuring value for money for the public purse.  The Transformation 
theme of the Plan has four principle objectives with detailed actions in order to deliver these 
objectives:  

 Drive efficiency and effectiveness in policing through local, regional and national
collaboration;

 Work with partners to realise the benefits for community safety which can be derived from
improved governance and integrated delivery;
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 Continue to drive transformation within Cambridgeshire Constabulary; 
 

 Identify the best way for fire and policing to work together in the future. 
 

5.2 The Commissioner’s Medium Term Financial Strategy 2019/20 to 2022/23 (MTFS) is the 
principal strategy through which the Plan is being delivered. The MTFS sets a balanced budget 
for 2019/20 and a budgeted and balanced plan for the medium term financial period.   

5.3 Another fundamental approach to delivering the Plan, in particular the Transformation theme, is 
strong partnership governance.  Neither the Commissioner nor the Constabulary can deliver the 
Plan in isolation.   
 

5.4 The Commissioner has the legal power to scrutinise, support and challenge the overall 
performance of the Constabulary and hold the Chief Constable to account for the performance of 
the Constabulary, which includes the delivery of the relevant objectives within the 
Commissioner’s Plan.  More widely across policing partnerships this is delivered through various 
governance mechanisms at a tri-force, regional and national level, with some of these meetings 
being chaired by the Commissioner.   
 

5.5 In line with the Plan, the Commissioner is also working with partners to address issues which 
have a direct impact on the demands on policing, turning opportunities into actions, and driving 
through efficiencies and effectiveness, all of which are key to delivering objectives within the 
Transformation theme.   
 

5.6 The Panel received a comprehensive report concerning Transformation and the supporting 
governance arrangements in March 2018. Therefore references to governance arrangements in 
this report are made where there has been a change since that time. 
 

6. 
 
6.1 

Drive efficiency and effectiveness in policing through local, regional and national 
collaboration 
 
Policing has a long history of collaboration, and it is important to understand the meaning of the 
term in the policing context. It is best considered as a continuum, with merely sharing good 
practice or the provision/receipt of Mutual Aid, (the provision of policing assistance from one 
force to another usually in response to or in anticipation of a major incident or event) at the 
informal extreme, to the formal extreme whereby structural changes are undertaken, leading to a 
single force providing the service/function on behalf of all others. The National Police Air Service 
(NPAS) is an example of the latter which is a national collaborated function. There are a 
multitude of variations between these ends of the continuum. For the purposes of this report, the 
term “structural collaboration” is used to describe the formal arrangements in place between the 
Constabulary and the other police forces mentioned. 
 

6.2 There are a range of potential benefits from structural collaboration: 

 Resilience – larger specialist teams have greater resilience. 

 The aggregation of demand across a number of forces smooths peaks and troughs of 
demand. 

 Returns on Investment improve as specialist assets can be “sweated” – this applies as 
much to equipment as it does to staff training. This also means that purchasing newer, 
more efficient, assets can be justified in terms of value for money, rather than the continued 
use of obsolete/inefficient assets.  

 Public Safety – some higher risk police tactics require significant training, but crucially also 
require operational deployments for the staff to be competent and safe in the use of the 
tactic, smaller forces lack the scale of demand for these specialist tactics to enable that to 
always happen.   

 Savings/Efficiency – reduced pro rata management on costs from single 



 

 

command/management teams; reduced estates costs; economies of scale; increased 
purchasing power etc. 

6.3 The Constabulary does not have the scale to operate some of these specialist functions in 
isolation and in reality could not provide the full range of police functions without some form of 
collaboration. 

6.4 Within the police forces of Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire (BCH) there are a 
number of longstanding (prior to 2014/15) structurally collaborated units within what has 
collectively been termed Joint Protective Services (JPS): 

 Armed Policing Unit 

 Civil Contingencies Unit 

 Cameras, Tickets and Collisions 

 Dogs Unit 

 Major Crime Unit 

 Operational Planning and Support Unit 

 Roads Policing Unit 

 Scientific Services Unit.  

6.5 From 2014, further functions have been collaborated within BCH. Under the portfolios of 
“Organisational Support” and “Operational Support”. Organisational Support consists of, Human 
Resources and Learning & Development, ICT and Information Management and includes the 
existing collaborated Professional Standards Department (PSD), all of which the Constabulary  
provides the day to day leadership. Organisational Support consists of Criminal Justice, Custody, 
Firearms and Explosives Licensing, and for which Hertfordshire provides the day to day 
leadership. 

6.6 In addition to the specific BCH functions detailed above, the Eastern Region Specialist 
Operations Unit (ERSOU) was also established involving, at the time, BCH, Norfolk, Suffolk and 
some aspects included Essex and more recently Kent. ERSOU is the unit tasked with tackling 
the threat of organised crime across the Eastern Region and to provide specialist covert policing 
capability to law enforcement.  

6.7 The Seven Force Strategic Collaboration Team (7F) (working across BCH, Essex, Kent, Norfolk, 
and Suffolk) continues to make positive progress.  Proposals covering a number of areas are 
being developed in line with the overarching aims of the Seven Force Programme, these being to 
deliver enhanced public service, efficiency, effectiveness, value for money and savings. The 7F 
Programme provides a link into national reform programmes and the opportunity to assist the 
seven Chief Constables and their respective national policing responsibilities. 

6.8 The 7F procurement programme enables the broadest police procurement collaboration in 
England and Wales.  Significant work has been undertaken to analyse the contracts that exist 
across the seven forces, to establish those that will deliver benefits through single specifications 
and aggregation of spend across the forces. The procurement pipeline of contracts demonstrates 
when and in what areas benefits can be achieved. The alignment of contracts will lead to greater 
interoperability as well as increasing our efficiency and effectiveness across the forces. The 
Commissioner and Chief Constable approved the signing of the S22A Agreement1 for the 7 
Force Procurement function at the Commissioner’s Business Co-ordination Board (the “Board”) 
on the 24 January 2019. 

 

                                                
1 Section 22A of the Police Act 1996 (as amended) enables Chief Constables and Police and Crime Commissioners and other parties to make 
an agreement about the discharge of functions by officers and staff where it is in the interests of the efficiency and effectiveness of their own 
and other police forces. 



 

 

6.9 In addition the 7 Forces are to share a firearms training compliance function. The main benefit of 
this will be the development of common training and accreditation standards, standardised 
equipment and use standardised tactics for Authorised Firearms Officers within the 7 forces. This 
will mean that armed officers will be more interoperable and be in a better position to deploy 
seamlessly anywhere within the 7 forces where the threat and risk assessment justifies it. To 
date BCH, Norfolk and Suffolk have a single compliance function and Essex and Kent will join in 
2019. 

 
6.10 The 7 Force ICT strategy has been signed off supporting convergence work commencing at 

regional level to ensure that the region are ready to implement the significant number of up and 
coming national IT programmes.   
 

6.11 In January 2018 the 7 Forces agreed to commission further activity to consider, and where 
appropriate align, local activities linked with the findings of the National Specialist Capability 
Review.2 In relation to the delivery models there was agreement that joint working, in some 
circumstances, would be more appropriate to allow police forces to retain a local capability, 
however regionalisation was discussed for some functional areas. Chief Police Officer leads 
were appointed to develop activities in regards to the following eight work areas including; Armed 
Policing, specialist Intelligence & Collision Investigation (Roads Policing), Surveillance & 
Technical Surveillance Unit, Open Source (III), Cyber, Major Investigations, Intelligence, and 
Forensics. Good progress has been made, highlights of which are: 
 

 Increased links between National Programme and 7Force Leads with recognition of 
positive Eastern Region engagement. 

 Secured £1.6 million of Police Transformation Funding for both additional staffing and 
equipment across the 7 Forces for 18/19 and 19/20 to develop a Regionally Coordinated 
Locally Delivered Cyber Dependent Crime’ Model 

 

 7F Leading National Trial to deliver Virtual Holmes and maximise benefits from regional 
resilience (HOLMES is the system used to collate information regarding major 
investigations, a virtual capability will enable forces to load share at times of peak 
demand) 

 Completion of a Strategic Outline Business Case for Forensics, development of Outline 
Business Case exploring options associated with a fully collaboration 7F  Forensic 
Function 

6.12 Nationally NPAS is the most significant collaboration, however, there are a range of other smaller 
functions primarily used to coordinate operational policing and intelligence gathering. 

6.13 Within the last year the Commissioner has kept collaboration under review and will continue to 
do so. Within BCH the Local Criminal Justice Board LCJB support team was collaborated, 
however, during 2018 it became apparent that the needs of Cambridgeshire would be better met 
by a dedicated team, primarily due to Cambridgeshire being in a different Crown Prosecution 
Service regional area. As a result, the Commissioner has brought the function back in house to 
Cambridgeshire. There are significant national digital programmes being implemented over the 
next three years. As BCH now have a single ICT function, a coordinated approach to these 
national programmes is critical and the BCH Chief Constables are implementing a new Digital 
Strategy. 

6.14 The Commissioner has articulated in the Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) how the 
Commissioner and Chief Constable will be seeking to realise additional benefits of collaboration 
and investment in technology, e.g. the new ABLE system which will link the finance and HR 
system, national digital programmes and workforce productivity. 

                                                
2 Maximising the collective effort of the UK’s national security capabilities to support the implementation of the Strategic Defence and Security 
Review https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-security-capability-review-nscr 



 

 

6.15 Aligning the MTFS with the Force Management Statement (FMS)3 will enable a better 
understanding of demand and therefore the required capacity to meet that demand. This will 
enable the Commissioner and Chief Constable to determine the right local policing and 
collaborative “mix” and where further benefits from collaboration can be driven out in the future. 

6.16 Benefits of HR collaboration have been delayed due to the need to delay the implementation of 
the new Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system, as a result of the delayed Athena4 
implementation.  A number of modules of ERP have been implemented. The Commissioner is 
committed to ensuring that the investment in the ERP will drive the cost of the HR function down. 

6.17 New balanced score cards are in place for all collaborated areas to enable better scrutiny by 
Commissioners and Chief Constables. 

7. Transformation within Cambridgeshire Constabulary  
 

7.1 The Constabulary’s new policing model has been live since 30 April 2018 and has been 
designed to ensure it is victim-focused and demand led, providing significant support to the 
frontline. The new model means having the right people, in the right place, at the right time and 
will mean:  

 An extra 50 officers on the local frontline, on top of the 55 additional officers from the 
2018/19 precept, increasing the Constabulary’s ability to protect the public and tackle 
crime. 

 Improvements in the quality and consistency of investigations, with an increase in 
accredited investigators working in larger teams ensuring there is more capacity to deal 
with those crimes that have the highest risk. 

 Increased understanding of communities with a centralised intelligence function working 
closely with local areas. New Community Action Teams available to tackle emerging 
issues.   

 Additional resilience, with shift patterns and team sizes based on those times and areas 
with most need. 

 Delivering a sustainable policing approach. 

 A new Demand Hub that has enabled the Constabulary to deal more effectively with those 
calls that do not require police assistance or can be dealt with over the phone or through 
the website. This enables officers to prioritise emergency calls and those crimes where 
there is the highest threat. 

7.2 The number of senior policing and supervisor posts have been reduced to make the required 
savings. The PCSO vacancies in existence at the time were realised (23.5 posts) with the 
remaining headcount to be reduced by natural turnover to 80 FTE posts. The savings forecast 
from these changes is £3.1m.  
 
 

7.3 Following attendance at internal reference groups, seminars, public engagement events, 
partnerships meetings and visits to police stations, the Chief Constable has made some 
refinements in the deployment/allocation model to better align resources and supervision. The 
model will continue to be kept under review.  
 

7.4 As the Panel has been previously informed (January 2019 meeting), under new arrangements 
for the Commissioner’s Board meetings, the Commissioner’s Finance Sub Group (FSG) and the 

                                                
3 A FMS is a self-assessment that the Chief Constable prepares and gives to Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire & Rescue 

Services each year on their police forces future demand, how this is matched to resources, efficiency and viability. 

 
4 Athena is an integrated operational policing system which will enable officers and staff to easily view crimes, non-crimes and other information 
such as referrals and local resolutions in real-time across all participating forces 



 

 

Performance Working Group (PWG) will cease, with the strategic business aspects of both the 
FSG and the PWG being considered at future Board meetings This rationalisation will enable a 
more holistic strategic consideration of operational planning/delivery and the financial 
management that supports it.  The Board will both monitor on-going finances and the business 
development actions from the MTFS.   
 

7.5 The MTFS is the primary strategy for delivering the Transformation agenda. The new BCB 
arrangements will strengthen the alignment of the Police and Crime Plan, the MTFS and the 
FMS. The revised MTFS will enable: 
 

 Closer linking of the MTFS and FMS increasing the ability of the Commissioner and Chief 

Constable to base resourcing decisions on an understanding of demand. 

 Ongoing review of the benefits delivered to Cambridgeshire of existing and future 

collaboration. 

 Ensuring emerging risks associated with changes in partners’ financial planning are 

understood, mitigated and appropriately linked to the Commissioner’s Grant Strategy. 

 Creation of a productivity strategy which considers workforce, digitalisation and fixed 

assets. 

 Monitoring of the Constabulary’s saving plan covering local policing, estates and 

collaboration. 

7.6 The second FMS is being prepared by the Constabulary with the latest demand forecasting. The 
Constabulary are modelling force demand and efficient ways of managing this demand. The 
Commissioner’s office, the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner (OPCC) provide system 
context in the broader partnership environment. The Constabulary have introduced a planning 
process that better links into its strategic assessment and FMS process which has a focus on 
demand challenges in the three to four year time frame. 
 

7.7 The Commissioner has a clear strategic direction with regard to estates. Once the Commissioner 
has provided the estates requirements to the Chief Constable to enable him to meet his 
operational policing needs, the Commissioner wants to turn the remaining assets into revenue 
generating assets. The principal asset that will enable this strategy is Parkside in Cambridge but 
the release of this asset is reliant on the building of a new Southern Policing Station. Significant 
progress on this project is expected during 2019/20. 
 

7.8 The development of a productivity strategy combined with robust benefits realisation will ensure 
that the frontline is further supported in improving service. 
 
 

8. National influence 
 

8.1 The Commissioner sits on a number of national forums, such as the National Commercial Board 
and the Local Government Association’s Fire Management Committee.  This enables the 
Commissioner to both influence the national policy agenda and also to have a ‘golden thread’ to 
cascade national objectives and best practice through to regional and force level work.    
 
 

8.2 The National Commercial Board sets the strategic direction and approach towards police 
commercial and procurement activity 
 

 The Programme has reported that the Ministerial target of £350m of savings by 2020 has 
been achieved.   
 

 The Outline Business Case on a future commercial operating model for policing is 
finalised and proposes the setting up of a Police Commercial Organisation (PCO). 



 

 

 

 The Outline Business Case for Shared Services in policing is also complete and makes 
the case for driving convergence of enabling services across police forces in England and 
Wales through setting up and funding a national Centre of Excellence.   
 
 

 Work is ongoing to improve commercial capability, develop a commercial profession 
(through the PCO) and explore opportunities for income generation. 

 
 

9. Work with partners to realise the benefits for community safety which can be derived 
from improved governance and integrated delivery 
 

9.1 Community Safety 

9.2 The main delivery vehicle to promote Community Safety in Cambridgeshire and Peterborough 
are the six Community Safety Partnerships (CSPs) all operating within District/Unitary Council 
boundaries. The Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Countywide Community Safety Strategic 
Board (CCSSB) Terms of Reference and membership was reviewed and re-launched in March 
2017, with members signing a new Countywide Community Safety Agreement (the 
“Agreement”). This was updated again in July 2018 and will be done so annually.   
 

9.3 The Agreement recognised that community safety issues do not always respect district 
boundaries, and that co-ordination of effort can lead to economies of scale, joined up working, 
and more effective outcomes. Statutory responsibility for delivery will remain with the 
Responsible Authorities5 and CSPs. Peterborough City Council voluntarily entered the 
Agreement in order facilitate effective working across Cambridgeshire and Peterborough on 
identified priorities. 
 

9.4 The CCSSB supports the Responsible Authorities that make up CSPs to co-ordinate their duty to 
reduce crime and disorder in their communities through improved governance and aligned and 
integrated delivery of activities.   
 

9.5 In December 2018 a CCSSB development session was held which endorsed an approach of 
increased system leadership and supported an integrated approach to delivering preventative 
work in schools.  
 

9.6 The CCSSB is chaired by the Commissioner, and includes representatives from each of the 
CSPs as well as Responsible Authorities and other key partners.   The CCSSB continues to 
focus on nine thematic high priority issues which are set out in the Countywide Community 
Safety Agreement. This includes for example domestic abuse, modern slavery, youth offending 
and road safety.  
 
 

9.7 The CCSSB does not have a power to direct other organisations rather to challenge and support 
them to ensure the Responsible Authorities’ effectiveness in reducing crime and disorder in their 
communities. CSPs are scrutinised by their local authority’s relevant committee, which provides 
key elected member involvement in the process. The Panel supports and scrutinises the 
Commissioner; its remit does not extend to scrutinising CSPs.  
 
 

9.8 Increasingly public services are being designed, developed and delivered as part of a wider 
system where the organisational ownership of any given opportunity or issue is less important 

                                                
5 The Crime and Disorder Act 1998 (“1998 Act”) and subsequent amendments through other legislation places a 

statutory responsibility on local authorities, the police, and key partners (the “Responsible Authorities”) to reduce 
crime and disorder in their communities.  
 



 

 

than ensuring the opportunity is taken or issue is resolved by all organisations working together. 
 

9.9 Alongside this thematic systems-based approach, the importance of existing and the potential of 
new, area-based working is also widely acknowledged – the issues in Fenland for example are 
often very different to those in, say, South Cambridgeshire. 
 

9.10 The recently published Home Office Serious Violence Strategy has identified the need for a 
more concerted effort with respect to prevention.  The July 2018 update of the Countywide 
Community Safety Agreement saw the addition of key prevention work streams.  
 

 Healthy and safer schools 

 Early Help 

 Access to employment for vulnerable groups 

 Think Community – community resilience strategy  

 Homelessness reduction 

 
9.11 Each CSP continue to actively consider how best they can respond to the updated Countywide 

Community Safety Agreement. For example, CSPs have been asked to consider leading a 
prevention work stream for the county, acting as a link for other CSPs, therefore reducing 
duplication and building communication networks.  
 

9.12 The Police and Crime Commissioner’s Crime and Disorder Reduction grants play an important 
part in ensuring effective outcomes, and supporting this system leadership. As such: 

 The Police and Crime Commissioner remains committed to making funding 
available to CSPs in 2019/20.  

 The overall purpose of the funding is to support CSPs in their operation as system 
leaders, and their central role in transforming the system to better manage current 
and future demand.  

 Funding will be awarded for up to two years, rather than opening up bidding rounds 
throughout the year.  

 Funding will be linked to agreed delivery activities. CSPs receiving grants will be 
accountable for delivering and reporting on their agreed delivery activities within an 
agreed timeframe.  

 Agreed delivery activities will be aligned to supporting and developing the 
prevention work streams identified in the Partnership Matrix, and link to the ongoing 
development of the new Think Communities Demand Management Hub.  

 The delivery activities will reflect outputs and outcomes that need to be delivered at 
a system level, not what individuals supporting the system will deliver.  

 
 
 

9.13 Work is ongoing to ascertain what strategic assessments are undertaken across partnerships 
and partner organisations. A more cohesive countywide approach will enable greater 
industrialisation and best value and is currently being explored.  
 

9.14 The CCSSB is driving strategic commissioning best practice through the delivery groups who are 
identifying joint commissioning opportunities. For example a pooled budget arrangement has 
secured a countywide sexual violence service to ensure victims don't experience a postcode 
lottery of services. This joint commissioning approach has enabled the OPCC to leverage 



 

 

significant additional national and local funds to deliver improved outcomes for survivors.   
 

9.15 Drugs and alcohol services in Cambridgeshire have been re-commissioned using a model of 
shared outcomes in particular for offenders who make up a large cohort of their service users. A 
bespoke service in Peterborough has just been independently evaluated and work is ongoing to 
industrialise the approach taken and extend its reach.  
 

9.16 The revised Countywide Community Safety agreement is informing the awards of crime and 
disorder reduction grants to by the Police and Crime Commissioner to achieve maximum impact. 
A joint commissioning opportunity with Public Health has enabled community safety issues to be 
included in the new Healthy Schools Support Service Contract commissioned by Public Health. 
The Cambridgeshire and Peterborough approach to improving community safety has been 
highlighted as good practice by the Association of Police and Crime Commissioners.  
 

10. Work with the Fire Authority to explore opportunities for fire and police to work together  
 

10.1 The National Emergency Service Collaboration Working Group has showcased the benefits of 
different organisations coming together to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the 
services they deliver to their communities. The Constabulary, Cambridgeshire Fire and Rescue 
Service and East of England Ambulance Service have fully supported this ethos and worked 
hard in recent years to build on their already strong relationships to improve services and save 
money. 
 

10.2 In Cambridgeshire, a Police and Fire Interoperability Group was established to provide direction 
and momentum to joint working initiatives, covering such areas as arson, training operations and 
organisational support. In December 2017, a Memorandum of Understanding was signed 
between Police, Fire and Ambulance to formalise collaborative working arrangements and to 
demonstrate a strategic commitment to the principles of interoperability.  
 

10.3 The Panel has received regular updates on the background to and progress on the proposed 
transfer of fire governance to the Police and Crime Commissioner. In October 2017 the 
Commissioner submitted a Business Case to the Home Secretary proposing that he becomes 
the Police, Fire and Crime Commissioner for Cambridgeshire and takes over the governance of 
the Fire and Rescue Service. The Business Case set out anticipated savings that could be driven 
from this recommendation along with the acceleration of the combined estates collaboration 
between the two services.   
 

10.4 Following an independent assessment process, in March 2018 the (then) Home Secretary 
announced that she considered that the Cambridgeshire proposal demonstrated that a transfer 
of governance would be in the interests of economy, efficiency and effectiveness and does not 
have an adverse effect upon public safety.  However, the Home Secretary’s decision is now 
subject to legal challenge by Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Fire Authority. Collaboration at 
an operational level and on some estate projects is continuing whilst the separate judicial 
process regarding governance is on-going. The OPCC continuing to monitor the impact of the 
delay in implementation. 

 
10.5 
 

The on-going interim arrangement to share the same Chief Finance Officer across the Fire 
Authority and the OPCC was confirmed in September 2018. 

 

 
11. CONCLUSION 

 
11.1 This report sets out the significant breadth and depth of the work being undertaken at a local, 

regional and national level to transform how we work to enable the Commissioner’s aspirations in 
his Plan to be delivered.  What is very clear is that transformation cannot be achieved in isolation 
or by one organisation.  As with the other themes within the Plan, it requires a system-wide 
approach to build on the foundations of what has already been achieved to continue to enable 
and empower confidence and commitment by all to look at options to turn opportunities into 



 

 

action to deliver improved outcomes through innovation and collaboration. 
 

12. BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS 
 

 Police and Crime Commissioner’s ‘Police and Crime Plan 2017-20 – Community Safety and 
Criminal Justice’  
 

http://www.cambridgeshire-pcc.gov.uk/police-crime-plan/ 
 

‘Medium Term Financial Strategy 2019/20 to 2022/23’, Agenda Item 4.0, Business Co-ordination 
Board, 24th January 2019   
 

http://www.cambridgeshire-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/19-01-24-BCB-Agenda-Item-
4.2-Medium-Term-Financial-Strategy-2019-20-to-2022-23-.pdf 
 

Police Act 1996 
 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1996/16/contents 
 

Policing and Crime Act 2017 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2017/3/contents/enacted 
 
‘Memorandum of Understanding for Organisational and Operational Shared Services’ 

http://www.cambridgeshire-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/Beds_Cambs_Herts-MoU-
Org-and-Op-Support.pdf 
 
‘Annual update on the Countywide Community Safety Agreement’, Agenda Item 5.0, 
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Countywide Community Safety Strategic Board 19th July 
2018 

 
http://www.cambridgeshire-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/CCSSB-19-07-2018-
Meeting-Paper-Pack.pdf 
 
‘Strategic Police and Fire Interoperability MoU Update’, Agenda Item 8.0, Business Co-ordination 
Board, 16th January 2018 

http://www.cambridgeshire-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/18-01-16-BCB-Agenda-Item-
8.0-Police-Fire-Interoperability.pdf 

 
‘Fire and Rescue Governance – Update’, Agenda item 6, Police and Crime Panel, 14th November 
2018 

 
https://democracy.peterborough.gov.uk/documents/s37312/06.%20Fire%20and%20Rescue%20
Governance%20-%20Update.pdf 

 
 
“Monitoring The Delivery Of The Police And Crime Commissioner's Police And Crime Plan - 
Transformation Theme “, Agenda Item 6, Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Panel, 14th March 
2018 
 
https://democracy.peterborough.gov.uk/documents/s33916/6.%2018%2003%2014%20-
%20PCP%20-
%20Monitoring%20the%20Delivery%20of%20the%20Police%20and%20Crime%20Commission
ers%20Police%20and%20Crime.pdf 

 
“Summary BCH Collaboration Report”, Agenda item 11.0, Business Co-ordination Board, 19th 
July 2018 

http://www.cambridgeshire-pcc.gov.uk/police-crime-plan/
http://www.cambridgeshire-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/19-01-24-BCB-Agenda-Item-4.2-Medium-Term-Financial-Strategy-2019-20-to-2022-23-.pdf
http://www.cambridgeshire-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/19-01-24-BCB-Agenda-Item-4.2-Medium-Term-Financial-Strategy-2019-20-to-2022-23-.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1996/16/contents
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2017/3/contents/enacted
http://www.cambridgeshire-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/Beds_Cambs_Herts-MoU-Org-and-Op-Support.pdf
http://www.cambridgeshire-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/Beds_Cambs_Herts-MoU-Org-and-Op-Support.pdf
http://www.cambridgeshire-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/CCSSB-19-07-2018-Meeting-Paper-Pack.pdf
http://www.cambridgeshire-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/CCSSB-19-07-2018-Meeting-Paper-Pack.pdf
http://www.cambridgeshire-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/18-01-16-BCB-Agenda-Item-8.0-Police-Fire-Interoperability.pdf
http://www.cambridgeshire-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/18-01-16-BCB-Agenda-Item-8.0-Police-Fire-Interoperability.pdf
https://democracy.peterborough.gov.uk/documents/s37312/06.%20Fire%20and%20Rescue%20Governance%20-%20Update.pdf
https://democracy.peterborough.gov.uk/documents/s37312/06.%20Fire%20and%20Rescue%20Governance%20-%20Update.pdf
https://democracy.peterborough.gov.uk/documents/s33916/6.%2018%2003%2014%20-%20PCP%20-%20Monitoring%20the%20Delivery%20of%20the%20Police%20and%20Crime%20Commissioners%20Police%20and%20Crime.pdf
https://democracy.peterborough.gov.uk/documents/s33916/6.%2018%2003%2014%20-%20PCP%20-%20Monitoring%20the%20Delivery%20of%20the%20Police%20and%20Crime%20Commissioners%20Police%20and%20Crime.pdf
https://democracy.peterborough.gov.uk/documents/s33916/6.%2018%2003%2014%20-%20PCP%20-%20Monitoring%20the%20Delivery%20of%20the%20Police%20and%20Crime%20Commissioners%20Police%20and%20Crime.pdf
https://democracy.peterborough.gov.uk/documents/s33916/6.%2018%2003%2014%20-%20PCP%20-%20Monitoring%20the%20Delivery%20of%20the%20Police%20and%20Crime%20Commissioners%20Police%20and%20Crime.pdf


 

 

 
http://www.cambridgeshire-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/18-07-19-BCB-Agenda-
Item-11.0 summary-BCH-collaboration-report-.pdf 

 
“7 Force Procurement”, Agenda item 7.0, 24th January 2019 
 
http://www.cambridgeshire-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/19-01-24-BCB-Agenda-
Item-7.0-Force-Procurement.pdf 
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To: Business Coordination Board 

From: Chief Executive 

Date: 28 February 2019 

Approach to Crime and Disorder Reduction Grants 

1. Purpose

1.1 The purpose of this report is to:

 update the Business Coordination Board (“the Board”) on the crime and disorder
reduction grants being awarded by the Commissioner in 19/20; and

 agree the revisions to the Commissioning and Grants Strategy which reflect the
evolution of the approach to awarding funds in the county.

2. Recommendation

2.1 The Board is recommended to note the grants allocation and agree the revisions to the
Commissioning and Grants Strategy.

3. Approach to awarding crime and disorder reduction grants

3.1 The Commissioning and Grants Strategy sets out the Commissioner’s approach to
awarding funds from a number of funding streams. Within the remit of crime and
disorder reduction the Commissioner makes awards to a number of organisations who
he believes will secure or contribute to securing crime and disorder reduction in the
area according to the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011. This includes
grants for the delivery of a number of statutory functions for example Children and
Adults Safeguarding and the Youth Offending Service.

3.2 A new approach to funding place-based community safety partnerships (“CSPs”) to
reduce crime and disorder was agreed by this board in September 2018. This moved
away from funding unsustainable project-based work towards taking a preventative
approach and transforming ways of tackling cross cutting themes such as housing and
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employment. The Commissioner is working with each CSP to understand where a 
funding award can drive this work forward.  

3.3        The grants being awarded in 2019/20 are detailed at Appendix 1.  

4.          Grants and Commissioning Strategy   

4.1 Cambridgeshire’s existing Commissioning and Grants Strategy was approved by this 
Board in 2016. An internal audit on Partnership Working carried out by RSM (internal 
auditors) concluded that the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner (“OPCC”) 
can take reasonable assurances that the controls in place to manage the risks 
associated with partnership working are suitably designed and consistently applied. 
However it was recommended that the OPCC document the funding process for issuing 
grants. Therefore the Strategy has been clearly revised to reflect that 
recommendation.   

4.2 Other slight revisions to the strategy reflect changes in the way the Youth and 
Community Fund operates and the evolution of the approach to funding place-based 
Community Safety partnerships.  

4.3 The Commissioning and Grants Strategy 2016-20 Revised February 2019 is attached at 
Appendix 2.  

5           Recommendation  

5.1 The Board is recommended to note the grants allocation and agree the revisions to the 
Commissioning and Grants Strategy.  
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DRAFT Crime and Disorder Reduction Grants 2019/20 

Service Provision Provider Funding  £ 

V
ic

ti
m

s
 

Safeguarding the vulnerable 
Integrated Mental Health Team in Force Control Room 
Mental Health nurses working in Police Control Room providing advice and 
guidance to staff and frontline officers 

Contribution to pooled budget 
with Clinical Commissioning 

Group who commission Cambs 
& P’boro Foundation Trust 

180,000 

Cambridgeshire Local Safeguarding Children Board 

Statutory multi-agency board with a remit to co-ordinate the work of agencies to 
safeguard children and promote the welfare of children 

Independent Boards  
with single back office provision 

Total: £155,665 

46,045 

Peterborough Local Safeguarding Children Board 

Statutory multi-agency board with a remit to co-ordinate the work of agencies to 
safeguard children and promote the welfare of children 

34,090 

Cambridgeshire Safeguarding Adults Board 

Statutory multi-agency board with a remit to ensure safeguarding arrangements are 
in place for adults with care and support needs 

41,440 

Peterborough Safeguarding Adults Board  

Statutory multi-agency board with a remit to ensure safeguarding arrangements are 
in place for adults with care and support needs 

34,090 

Supporting vulnerable people (includes substance misuse) 

Taking an innovative approach to supporting vulnerable people with multiple needs 

Change, Grow, Live & 
Cambridgeshire County 

Council 

120,000 

A whole school approach – healthy and safe schools support service  

Providing support to early year’s services and schools to build resilience and 
improve health and wellbeing.  

Contribution to budget for 
contract with Everyone Health 

20,680 



DRAFT Crime and Disorder Reduction Grants 2019/20 
O

ff
e

n
d

e
rs

 

Attacking criminality and reducing re-offending

Cambridgeshire Substance Misuse 

Contribution the drugs prevention and treatment service 

Contribution to pooled budget 
for wider contract currently with 

Change, Grow, Live 

94,000 

Cambridgeshire Youth Offending Service 

Contribution to the YOS to fund preventative and restorative justice approaches 

Cambridgeshire County 
Council 

127,000 

Peterborough Youth Offending Service 

Contribution to the YOS to fund preventative and restorative justice approaches 

Peterborough City Council 136,000 

Multi-Agency Public Protection Agency (MAPPA) 

Contribution to the partnership arrangement to manage the risk posed by the most 
serious sexual and violent offenders 

National Probation Service 50,000 

Delivering a countywide offender strategy 

Supporting pathways out of re-offending 

Recipients including: 
Sodexo 

Cambridgeshire and 
Peterborough Homelessness 

Prevention Trailblazer 

89,000 

Crimestoppers - Contribution to the running of the national call centre where 
people can report information anonymously 

Crimestoppers 20,000 



DRAFT Crime and Disorder Reduction Grants 2019/20 
C
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m
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u

n
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Preventing crime and reassuring the public 
Delivering the partnership matrix 

Funding system-wide work to reduce crime and disorder through an early 
intervention approach 

Community Safety 
Partnerships 

226,435 

Developing a countywide community resilience approach 

Funding for a partnership resource  

Cambridgeshire County 
Council 

20,308 

Peterborough Anti-Social Behaviour Team 

A contribution towards a team tackling ASB within the city 

Peterborough Prevention and 
Enforcement Service  

48,000 

ECINS - IT system 

This allows real time sharing of information by partners and case management.  
This funding enables the renewal of the licence which is required every two years. 

Empowering Communities 83,700 

Volunteer Police Cadets 

Costs towards the provision of a Volunteer Police Cadet scheme in the county 

Cambridgeshire Constabulary 10,000 

Tackling rural crime in Cambridgeshire 

A contribution to local work to reduce crime in rural communities 

Cambridgeshire Countryside 
Watch 

12,000 

Total Grant Awards 19/20      1,392,788 

(This includes carry forward funds from 18/19) 



Commissioning and Grants Strategy 2016-20 

Updated February 2019 

Introduction 

This strategy has been developed to transparently set out the approach taken by the Police 
and Crime Commissioner to provide funding for local interventions, innovation, projects and 
victim support services which enable the delivery of the shared outcomes (set out below) of 
the Police and Crime Plan 2017-20.  

 Victims and witnesses are placed at the heart of the criminal justice system and have access
to clear pathways of support

 Offenders are brought to justice and are less likely to reoffend

 Communities are confident to work in partnership with local agencies when problems
arise

 Improved outcomes and savings are delivered through innovation and

collaboration

It should be read in conjunction with the Financial Regulations for Cambridgeshire Police 
and Crime Commissioner (which includes Contract Standing Orders) – updated January 
2017. 

Key principles 

In Cambridgeshire the following key principles will be followed where possible: 

 The Commissioner will seek to work in partnership with other agencies to co-

commission services to achieve economies of scale and best value

 Resources will be allocated upstream with a focus on prevention and early

intervention to reduce demand

 All funded provision will be required to have seamless pathways into other linked

services to ensure a holistic approach is taken to support people with complex needs

 Support services for victims will be victim-focused

 Services will be commissioned countywide to ensure equitable access to provision

using an industrialisation approach

Appendix 2 



 Innovation will be supported where an existing or emerging evidence base can be

shown

 The views of service users will be listened to at all stages of the commissioning cycle

 The process to award and monitor funding allocations will be proportionate to the

value of the service

 Locally-based third sector service providers will be valued and given opportunities to

co-design service provision

 The OPCC will proactively seek to enhance service provision by applying, in

partnership, to new funding streams.

The OPCC will endeavour to influence the commissioning of co-dependent services to 

ensure they adhere to the above principles.  

Background 

Ministry of Justice Victims’ Services Grant 

Police and Crime Commissioners were given responsibility for commissioning support 

services for victims of crime in 2014. An amendment to section 56 of the Domestic Violence, 

Crime and Victims Act 2004 and the Anti-Social Behaviour Crime and Policing Act 2014 

allowed PCCs to commission such services. In Cambridgeshire an integrated model of 

support services is in place which centres around a Constabulary-led Victim and Witness 

Hub.  

Cambridgeshire is one of five areas working in partnership with the Ministry of Justice on a 

three-year pilot (starting April 2019) for local devolution of national funding for support for 

survivors of sexual violence.  

 In Cambridgeshire the current budget and list of funding awards is available on the

website. Awards are made in response to evidence-based need identified through

local partnership arrangements therefore there is no open bidding process.

Crime and Disorder Reduction Grants 

The Commissioner receives a single pot of funding through the main police grant for policing 
and community safety purposes. From this fund the Commissioner allocates an amount 
from which to award crime and disorder reduction grants.  

The Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 states that a Police and Crime 
Commissioner can provide crime and disorder reduction grants: 

 to any person

 for securing, or contributing to securing, crime and disorder reduction

 and can make grants subject to any conditions

Funding will be awarded to mainstream organisations to work together to reduce demand 

and collectively manage community safety risks. Funding will not be awarded for small 

unstainable project work. Priority will be given to investment in work to tackle cross cutting 

themes as identified in the community safety Partnership Matrix.  



 In Cambridgeshire the current budget and list of funding awards is available on the 

website. Awards are made in response to evidence-based need identified through 

local partnership arrangements therefore there is no open bidding process.  

Youth and Community Fund  

The Commissioner operates a fund which aims to support youth and community groups to 

support preventative work, promote community engagement and reduce the vulnerability 

of young people. The fund is open to voluntary and community organisations who can bid 

for up to £3,000.  

 Details of how to apply are on the website.  

Casualty Support and Reduction Fund 

Grants are awarded to reduce the number of people killed and seriously injured on the 

county’s roads. This fund supports the work of the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Road 

Safety Partnership.   

Process of allocating funding  

The Commissioner uses a mixed model of grants and commissioning approaches to allocate 

funds to providers.  

Grants  

A grant is a contribution to a specific or broad range of activities rather than a contractually 

agreed service specification. This allows a greater degree of flexibility and gives the recipient 

the ability to innovate in response to community needs. No contract is in place so recipients 

cannot be performance managed.  However in Cambridgeshire the Commissioner is keen to 

provide the public with transparency around all funding awards. Therefore all grant 

recipients will be invited to work with the OPCC to develop agreed delivery activity to 

achieve the outcomes.  

What is Commissioning?  

This is simply the process for deciding how to use resources available to improve outcomes 

in the most efficient, effective, equitable and sustainable way which responds to local 

needs.  

Key Principles of Commissioning 

Cambridgeshire uses the ‘Understand, Plan, Do, Review’ commissioning cycle which is a 

continuous cycle of action and improvement. The following principles will guide 

commissioning within each of the stages: 

 

 



Understand 

 A clear evidence base (through needs assessments, engagement with the public, 

potential service users and partners) must be established to introduce a new or 

continue an existing service. This must include a clear understanding of what 

outcomes should be achieved and the existing service provision to ensure a new 

service does not duplicate effort. Sometimes re-commissioning or bolstering an 

existing service can deliver the intended outcomes.  

 Partnership working – while the Police and Crime Plan provides the overarching 

framework for local commissioning it is important that the strategic direction of key 

partners is taken into account.  

 Seamless pathways – very few services can operate in isolation so it is important to 

map out any co-dependencies. This could include referring agencies or other 

specialist support provision.  

 Budget – is other funding available? Could a pooled budget arrangement lead to a 

more joined up service provision and deliver economies of scale? 

Plan  

 Equitable countywide service provision – services must be accessible across the 

entire county area unless the service being funded is developing a proof of concept 

(pilot) or responding to a bespoke locally identified need.  

 Co-commissioning- this requires more planning time to ensure all funding partners 

are equally involved. The use of pooled budgets can enable a more comprehensive 

service provision and reduce the burden on providers of multiple outcome reporting 

arrangements. This can be done within the county or across boundaries where it will 

benefit service users.  

 Co-design and engagement with service users, providers and partners will be at the 

heart of service design in Cambridgeshire.   

 Developing outcome measures – these must be set to enable the Commissioner to 

be satisfied that the service provider is demonstrating they are meeting the 

identified need.   

Do 

 Proportionate methodology will be used within the confines of the Financial 

Regulations which will include the use of three quotes and competitive tendering.   

 Transparency - all tenders will be posted on the national Bluelight eTendering site. 

The funding envelope and quality v cost split will be clearly shown.  

 Market Engagement days will be held they will add value or where the value of the 

contract hits the OJEU (Official Journal of European Union) threshold which requires 

all public sector tenders to be published  

 Single Tender Agreement - where a single provider has been proven to deliver the 

best outcomes for the service user a single tender agreement will be applied for. 

(See below)  



 Multi agency evaluation of tenders will ensure a broad range of views and 

knowledge of co-dependent services are considered. Service users will be invited to 

engage in the process where possible. A five point scoring system of method 

statements will be used which is available on the website.  

 Timeframes - contracts can be awarded with a range of options depending on the 

security of the funding stream (although break clauses for both parties will always be 

included). It is appreciated that short term funding streams are less attractive to 

providers especially when dedicated posts need to be recruited into. The 

Commissioner will endeavour to offer contracts for initial time periods with options 

to extend if both parties agree. For example: three plus one or two plus one or one 

plus one. The totality of the ‘plus sections’ cannot be greater than the original 

contract period.  

Review / Contract Management  

 Contract Management - the Commissioner has committed to ensure performance 

reporting obligations are proportionate to the size of the contract. However 

reassurance has to be sought that all funding is delivering the agreed outcomes. 

 Outcome reporting forms will be required to be completed by all service providers 

on a six-monthly basis. These should demonstrate the activity undertaken (service 

provision), the outputs generated (quantitative data such as referral numbers) and 

the impact they have had on the service user. Providers must be able to evidence the 

impact through for example the use of outcome stars or other proportionate 

qualitative evaluation methodology.  

 Support from OPCC – all service providers will be invited to three-monthly face to 

face meetings. This could be with a members of staff from the Commissioner’s 

office, the Commissioner or Deputy Commissioner and may involve a visit to the 

service. This is to ensure a two-way dialogue is maintained throughout the term of 

the contract and ensures emerging issues on either side can be flagged and 

collaboratively addressed before they impact upon the delivery of outcomes.  

 Service user feedback / dip sampling of service provision will be taken into account 

during the life of the contract.  

 Provider Forums (victim services) will be held to enable both services funded by the 

Commissioner and similar services to share learning and best practice to ensure a 

victim first approach is followed.  

 De-commissioning – where services are shown not to be meeting their outcomes 

support will be offered. However in some cases, such as pilots, where a decision is 

taken that it is not viable to continue a service will be de-commissioned. This will be 

done in partnership with the provider and risk assessments will be carried out.  

Single Tender Action (STA) 

A STA form can be completed to enable a contract to be awarded without a competitive 

procurement process (whether this is a new contract or an extension to an existing one) in 

the following circumstances: 



 Where it can be evidenced that only one supplier is able to carry out the work or 

services or to supply goods for technical reasons (for example access to live personal 

data needed to provide the service).  

 Where there is a justifiable case to use an existing contractor/supplier to maintain a 

continuity of supply.  

STA’s are signed off by the Police and Crime Commissioner’s Chief Finance Officer.  
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To: Business Coordination Board 

From: Chief Executive 

Date: 28 February 2019 

Supporting victims of crime in Cambridgeshire 

1. Purpose

1.1 The purpose of this report is to: 

 update the Business Coordination Board (“the Board”) on the funding
being provided to deliver victim services by the Commissioner in 19/20;
and;

 to sight the board on the risks to continued funding for domestic abuse
support services from April 2020.

2. Recommendation

2.1 The Board is recommended to note the funding awards made for service provision in
2019/20.

3. Approach to awarding victim services funding

3.1 The responsibility for commissioning support services for victims of crime transferred
to Police and Crime Commissioners in 2014 from the Ministry of Justice (“the MoJ”).
An annual grant is provided to the Commissioner to fund these services. In 2019/20
the grant is for £978,525. This is an £8k reduction on the previous year due to a change
in the population formula used by the MoJ to calculate funding.

3.2 In 2018/19 the grant agreement from the MoJ contained, for the first time, a
responsibility to provide support for victims, and those affected by a major crime or
terrorist incident in the county. A model and major incident plan is now being
developed to enable such support to be made available within existing resources.
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3.3 The Commissioning and Grants Strategy sets out the Commissioner’s approach to 
awarding money from a number of funding streams including the Victim Services Fund 
from the MoJ. This strategy has just been revised and is subject to a separate paper to 
this Board. The revisions do not impact upon the provision of victim services funding.  

3.4  The funding awards for victim service provision in 2019/20 are detailed at Appendix 1. 

4. Cambridgeshire’s Victim Services Model

4.1 Cambridgeshire has an in-house Constabulary-led Victim and Witness Hub which 
provides telephone-based practical and emotional support. A team of community 
volunteers provide a face to face support offer.  A number of specialist services enable 
additional support to be provided to the most vulnerable victims; this include those 
with suspected mental health needs, young victims, victims of stalking and harassment 
and elderly victims of burglary for example.  

4.2 Survivors of sexual violence are supported through a countywide support offer which 
is funded through a pooled budget arrangement with two local authorities, NHS 
England and the Home Office. The latter comes in the form of ‘devolved funding’ with 
Cambridgeshire being one of five pilot areas to test enhanced local commissioning to 
better meet local needs. This service is currently provided by Cambridge and 
Peterborough Rape Crisis Partnership. It will be re-commissioned during 2019. This 
process will be aligned with the re-commissioning of the Sexual Assault Referral Centre 
to ensure seamless pathways between services.  

5. Supporting victims of domestic abuse

5.1 Support services for survivors of domestic abuse are primarily funded by the two local 
authorities with contributions from the Commissioner. However in the past two years 
funding gaps have been plugged by successful bids to central government funds. These 
funding streams, while bringing much needed service provision to the county, increase 
the gap which will be faced from April 2020. The current domestic abuse outreach 
provision and counselling offer for children affected by domestic abuse and sexual 
violence will not be funded post 2020. 

5.2 It is also unclear if the core mainstream funding for the Independent Domestic Abuse 
Advocates (IDVAs) and Multi-Agency Risk Assessment Conference (MARAC) co-
ordinators who enable high risk victims to be safeguarded will be maintained at 
current levels. The Commissioner’s office is working with the local authority in a bid to 
secure greater budget transparency and collectively mitigate against the future risks 
to vulnerable victims of crime.  

6  Recommendation 

6.1 The Board is recommended to note the funding awards made for service provision in 
2019/20. 
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 DRAFT Victim Services Awards 2019/20
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Service Provision Provider Funding  £ 

Safeguarding the vulnerable 

Victim and Witness Hub 

Proactively contacts all victims of crime by letter or phone (depending on 
need) – offers telephone-based emotional support, onward referral and 
supportive signposting or face to face support from in-house Community 
Volunteers. Receives all self-referrals for support.  

Cambridgeshire 
Constabulary 

     452,750 

Specialist Victim Care Co-ordinator – Migrant Victims of Exploitation Cambridgeshire 
Constabulary  

30,017 

Specialist Victim Care Co-ordinator – Young Victims of Crime Family Action 32,360 

Practical support for young victims of crime Embrace – Child Victims of 
Crime  

2,000 

Multi Agency Restorative Justice Hub 
Receives all enquiries and referrals from victims and other agencies about 
RJ. Co-ordinates RJ interventions. 

Cambridgeshire 
Constabulary 

40,000 

Victim Pathfinders  - mental health nurses  
Provide expertise, support and a referral capability for victims with suspected 
mental health issues identifying and co-ordinating pathways into treatment. 

Cambridgeshire & 
Peterborough Foundation 

Trust 

78,000 

Home security for elderly victims of burglary  
Target hardening work to reduce repeat victimisation 

Shrievalty Trust 50,000 



 DRAFT Victim Services Awards 2019/20
Specialist Support Services – Countywide Sexual Violence Service      
Funding contribution for end-to-end support service to include: telephone 
helpline, triage and assessment, emotional support, group work and 
counselling provision to include pre-trial therapy for acute SARC clients. This 
also include ISVA, CHISVA and a SARC duty ISVA provision.  

Cambridge & 
Peterborough 

Rape Crisis Partnership 

230,500 

Capacity and capability building for support victims of major incidents 
Peace Foundation 7,000 

Specialist Independent Domestic Violence Advisor – Stalking and 
Harassment     

Cambridgeshire County 
Council  

23,700 

Early Intervention Domestic Abuse Worker 
Peterborough Women’s 

Aid  
18,960 

Commissioning support 

 Single web portal

 Review of services

 Victim Engagement

Chameleon Studios 
5,000 

Total allocated   987,787  

Funding streams  
Ministry of Justice Victim Services Grant 
Victim Commissioning carry forward  

Co-funding (Sexual Violence Support Service) 
Peterborough City Council  
Cambridgeshire County Council  
NHS England 

    978,525 
9,262 

  60,000 
    70,000 
  125,000 
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To: Business Coordination Board 

From: Chief Constable 

Date: 28 February 2019 

OPTION AGREEMENT FOR CAMBRIDGESHIRE SOUTHERN POLICE STATION 

1. Purpose

1.1 The purpose of the report is provide the Business Co-ordination Board (the “Board”)
with background to the Option Agreement for Cambridgeshire Southern Police Station.

2. Recommendation

2.1 The Board is recommended to note the report and that the Commissioner signs the
Decision Notice.

3. Background

3.1 In March 2018 the Board endorsed work to progress proposals to provide a new facility
for a Cambridgeshire Southern Police Station.  The new building will replace the
existing accommodation at Parkside, including custody. It will provide modern
functional accommodation specifically designed to meet the current and changing
requirements of policing and the Home Office Custody Design Guide.

3.2 A public contact point will continue to be provided in Cambridge City Centre.

3.3 The March 2018 Board also agreed that the way forward was to complete a Full
Business Case and explore options to purchase land including resolving any planning
and design issues as required.  The proposals were shared with the public.
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3.4 The February 2019 Cambridge Southern Police Station Project Board (the “Project 
Board”) meeting considered the emerging Full Business Case which included a site 
search rationale.   This clearly identified a preferred area and highlighted limited site 
availability within the required location. 

3.5 A link to the site search rationale can be found in the ‘Site Search Rationale for 
Cambridgeshire Southern Police Station’ (as given at Appendix 1) and includes: 

 An analysis of arrest numbers and locations within Cambridgeshire

 Travel time and cell availability

 Future developments shown in the Cambridge Local Development Plan

 Site analysis matrix

3.6 Work continues to evaluate all other opportunities within the defined location in line 
with the emerging Full Business Case.   

4. The Option Agreement

4.1 The following Heads of Terms have been incorporated into an Option Agreement 
which could enable the purchase of land within the preferred area:   

 The option fee is £20,000

 The option period is 3 years

 The Police and Crime Commissioner is entitled to purchase up to 8 acres of land
during the option period.

 The land is to be used for the construction of a Police Station or other building
for use by the public sector.

 Access to the land is available during the option period to inspect and carry out
surveys.

5. Way Forward

5.1 The completion of the Option Agreement provides the ability for due diligence on the
land to be progressed.

5.2 The final Full Business Case will be reported to the Board following consideration by
the Project Board.

6. Recommendation

6.1 The Board is recommended to note the report and that the Commissioner signs the
Decision Notice.
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1.0 Introduction 
 Purpose of this document 

The aim of this document is explain the process behind the site selection for the new 
Cambridgeshire Southern Policing Station. 
 
The Site Search Rational paper provides a clear description of the process adopted to find a 
suitable site for the relocation of Parkside Custody facility and supporting functions to a 
new site.  

 

2.0 Process 
 

 Arrest hotspots 

An analysis was undertaken of arrest numbers and locations within Cambridgeshire 
between October 2016 and October 2018 and the location of arrest was mapped. 
 
Locations that had 25 or fewer arrests within the two-year period were not considered to 
be of high importance when choosing a new site, therefore, were not included on the map. 
Where arrest numbers were over 25 a colour coding system was used:   
 

• Yellow: 25-50 arrests  
• Orange: 51-100 arrests 

• Red: 101+ arrests. 
 

Due to arrest numbers being high in Cambridge City as a whole, the individual locations in 
the city were not mapped. The locations mapped are where detainees are most commonly 
bought to Parkside custody over Thorpe Wood or Kings Lynn.  
 

 Travel time and available cells 

Although response time is of high importance, it is unlikely that officers will be responding 
from the custody facility.  An officer will attend to a call whilst on patrol or from the 
location of a previous call.  
 
From the moment of arrest the detainee can only be held for 24 hours before they need to 
be charged or released. To enable the investigation team as much time as possible with the 
detainee it is imperative that no time is wasted on the journey to custody. 
 
Another key aspect that highlights the importance of minimal travel times is the safety of 
officers and detainees whilst in transit.  Extended travel time and distance increases risk of 
potential harm during transfer from point of arrest to point of detention. This risk needs to 
be kept to a minimum. Therefore, travel time in this situation is from the place of arrest to 
custody, rather than response time from custody. 
 
The designated search area for the new site ensured that travel time from point of arrest 
to custody would be within the 30 minutes transfer time. 

 
 Existing custody 

Custody in Cambridgeshire is covered by Thorpe Wood, Kings Lynn and Parkside with two 
contingency suites; March and Huntingdon, as shown in Appendix A, for known busy 
periods or planned maintenance.  
 
Thorpe Wood and Kings Lynn had their travel times mapped to display the area within a 30 
minute travel zone. 
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The area of site search was further mapped by identifying the locations of the County not 
within the Thorpe Wood/Kings Lynn 30 minute zone. This resulted in the triangular zone 
of search, which would provide a location for any new custody facility, that would provide 
optimal regional coverage.  
 

 Cambridge Local Development Plan 

Cambridgeshire is divided into local authorities, there are five district councils; Cambridge 
City Council, South Cambridgeshire District Council, East Cambridgeshire District Council, 
Huntingdonshire District Council and Fenland Council, and Peterborough acts as a separate 
unitary authority.  
 
The Cambridgeshire Southern Police Station 
is to primarily serve Cambridge City, South 
Cambridgeshire and East Cambridgeshire 
(highlighted red). Due to the highest demand 
being in Cambridge City and south 
Cambridgeshire area these Local Plans were 
evaluated. The Local Plans in place for 
Cambridge City Council and South 
Cambridgeshire District Council advises on 
the Councils vision, policies and proposals 
for the future development and land use 
within their borders to 2031. Between the 
two Local Plans there were 5 housing 
developments of interest to the project;  

• Clay Farm- 2,250 dwellings, 

• Cambourne- 2,350 dwellings,  
• Bourn Airfield- 3,500 dwellings, 

• Waterbeach- 9,000 dwellings, and, 

• Northstowe- 10,000 dwellings. 
 

 The site area 

The sites of future housing developments were taken into consideration, as an increase in 
housing and therefore population, is predicted to increase police demand. 
 
The search area [Appendix B] of the site sits on the north border of Cambridge city within 
a road network comprising of A and M classified roads. This area is desired as it increases 
accessibility to the custody throughout the county, meeting operational needs.  
 
The following factors: arrest hotspots, travel time, future developments, and increased 
demand, are all linked in the search for a new site and shown within the green shaded 
triangular area.  
 

 

3.0 Site Analysis Matrix 
The planning consultant and land agent were provided with the search area and requested 
to find appropriate sites for the new police station. The site analysis matrix will act as a 
filter system to dismiss unsuitable sites that do not meet Cambridgeshire Constabulary’s 
operational needs as set out in their aims and objectives for the project. The site analysis 
consists of three stages; 

• Stage 1 - Initial site assessment; The desired outcome of stage 1 is to reduce the 
number of sites that are too remote with poor access and will result in longer 
travel times. 

Cambridgeshire district council’s division 
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• Stage 2 - Detailed site assessment; Stage 2 goes into depth and has more specific 
criteria. This stage focuses on excluding sites that could result in avoidable costs to 
the project, whilst taking into consideration staff and public. The scoring system 
allows for fair and transparent site comparison aligned to the clients aims and 
objectives. 

• Stage 3 - Due diligence; Stage 3 is a detailed due diligence of a minimum 3 sites 
that meet the client’s operational needs.  

 
Each stage is detailed below: 

 
 Stage 1 

 
• Planning; The planning criteria looks at the sites designated use to ensure a 

smooth planning application process. Ideally the site would be designated for C2A 
(Secure Residential Institution) usage/development in the Local Plan, in the case of 
limited or no C2A sites, the next best classification is a B2 (general industrial) site. 
However, due to an operational requirement to be within the search area it 
encompasses a range of sites including areas of Greenbelt.  
 

• Location and infrastructure; as mentioned previously, travel times need to be 
minimal for the safety of the officers and the detainee. This means the site will 
require access to main roads which should in turn allow coverage to a large 
percentage of arrest hotspots. This criterion aims to eliminate sites that are too 
remote or only have access to limited routes covering Cambridgeshire.  

 

 Stage 2 

 
• Legal; Covenants on the land were checked to ensure that there are no 

restrictions on the land, such as an easement, and if there are that they are 
manageable, and will not hinder the development of the project. 

 
• Planning; the planning section is used to disregard sites with heavy restrictions 

such as Tree Preservation Orders (TPOs), listed buildings and conservation areas, 
which would impact on design proposals. 

 
• Size, shape and massing; Size, shape and massing are covered to reduce the 

chance of a site that is undevelopable being chosen. It aims to find a site suitable for 
a 2-storey police station that makes best use of land but has provision for future 
expansion.  

 

• Land; The criteria under land has been designed to avoid sites that could have an 
unnecessary negative impact upon the project, such as existing use, archaeological 
issues, flood risk, ecology issues, and services, can result in excessive costs and 
delays to the project.  

 
• Location and infrastructure; The final section in stage 2 concentrates on the 

proximity of the site to other neighbours and the ease of access to public 
transport. The aim is to find a site that is separate from sensitive neighbours but 
can provide convenient access points for police vehicles and to an environment that 
allows staff and released detainees access to public transport and amenities. This 
can achieve cost savings as Cambridgeshire Police may not need to provide some 
on site staff facilities, if these are readily available in the locality. 
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 Stage 3 

This stage will concentrate on a minimum of 3 specific sites to evaluate whether the site 
can meet the clients needs within the budget and time frame.  It may preferable to visit 
these sites, to assess and compare before making a final site choice. 
 

 

4.0 Summary 
This approach has been adopted to support any potential planning challenges and to ensure 
that there is complete transparency regarding the spending of public monies. 
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